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Abstract—Efficient routing among a set of mobile hosts (also called nodes) is one of the most important functions in ad hoc wireless

networks. Routing based on a connected dominating set is a promising approach, where the search space for a route is reduced to the

nodes in the set. A set is dominating if all the nodes in the system are either in the set or neighbors of nodes in the set. In this paper, we

extend dominating-set-based routing to networks with unidirectional links. Specifically, an efficient localized algorithm for determining a

dominating and absorbant set of vertices (mobile hosts) is given and this set can be easily updated when the network topology

changes dynamically. A host v is called a dominating neighbor (absorbant neighbor) of another host u if there is a directed edge from v

to u (from u to v). A subset of vertices is dominating and absorbant if every vertex not in the subset has one dominating neighbor and

one absorbant neighbor in the subset. The derived dominating and absorbant set exhibits good locality properties; that is, the change

of a node status (dominating/dominated) affects only the status of nodes in the neighborhood. The notion of dominating and absorbant

set can also be applied iteratively on the dominating and absorbant set itself, forming a hierarchy of dominating and absorbant sets.

The effectiveness of our approach is confirmed and the locality of node status update is verified through simulation.

Index Terms—Ad hoc wireless networks, dominating sets, hierarchical structures, mobility management, routing, simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

AN ad hoc wireless network is a special type of wireless
mobile network in which a collection of mobile hosts

with wireless network interfaces forms a temporary net-
work, without the aid of any established infrastructure (i.e.,
base stations) or centralized administration (i.e., mobile
switching centers). The applications of ad hoc wireless
networks range from civilian use (distributed computing
and sensor networks [9]) to disaster recovery (search-and-
rescue) and military use (battlefield). We can use a simple
graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ to represent an ad hoc wireless network,
where V represents a set of wireless mobile hosts and E
represents a set of edges. An edge between a host pair fv; ug
indicates that both hosts v and u are within their wireless
transmitter ranges; that is, connections of hosts are based on
geographic distances of hosts. Thus, the corresponding
graph is an undirected graph and is called a unit disk graph,
or simply, unit graph.

Routing in ad hoc wireless networks poses special

challenges. In general, the main characteristics of mobile

computing are low power, limited bandwidth, and unrest-

ricted mobility. Wireless networks deliver lower bandwidth

than wired networks and, hence, information collection

(during the formation of a routing table) is expensive.

Traditional routing protocols in wired networks, which

generally use either link state [18], [20] or distance vector [14],

[19], are no longer suitable for ad hoc wireless networks. In

an environment with mobile hosts as routers, convergence
to new, stable routes after dynamic changes in network
topology may be slow and this process could be expensive
due to low bandwidth. Routing information has to be
localized to adapt quickly to changes such as host move-
ment. Mobility of hosts, which causes topological changes
of the underlying network, also increases the volatility of
network information. The tunnel-based triangle routing of
mobile IP [23] and celluar IP [6] works well if there is a fixed
infrastructure to support the notion of “home agent.”
However, when all hosts move (including the home agent),
such a strategy cannot be directly applied.

Routing protocols in ad hoc wireless networks fall into
either proactive [10] or reactive [5] categories, although a
combination of proactive and reactive is also possible [13].
In proactive routing, routes to all destinations are computed
a priori and are maintained in the background via a
periodic update process. Route information is maintained
either as routing tables (used in distance vector protocols)
or as global link state information (used in link state
protocols). In reactive routing, route to a specific destination
is computed “on demand,” that is, only when needed. To
efficiently use resources in controlling large dynamic
networks, hierarchical routing [28] is normally used.
Among hierarchical routing, dominating-set-based routing
(and the similar cluster-based routing) is a promising
approach. A subset of the vertices of a graph is a
dominating set if every vertex not in the subset is adjacent
to at least one vertex in the subset. This dominating set
should be connected for ease of the routing process within
the induced graph consisting of dominating nodes only.
Vertices in a dominating set are also called gateway hosts
while vertices that are outside a dominating set are called
nongateway hosts. In the example shown in Fig. 1, hosts v
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and w form a connected dominating set of the given unit
graph. The main advantage of dominating-set-based rout-
ing is that it simplifies the routing process to the one in a
smaller subnetwork generated from the connected dom-
inating set. This means that only gateway hosts need to
keep routing information in a proactive approach and the
search space is reduced to the dominating set in a reactive
approach. Note that gateway hosts are used not only to
route packets but also to disseminate routing information.
Clearly, the efficiency of this approach depends largely on
the process of finding and maintaining a connected
dominating set and the size of the corresponding subnet-
work. Unfortunately, finding a minimum connected dom-
inating set is NP-complete for most graphs.

Wu and Li [33] proposed a simple and efficient
distributed algorithm that can quickly determine a con-
nected dominating set in ad hoc wireless networks. This
approach uses a localized algorithm called the marking process
[9] where hosts interact with others in a restricted vicinity.
Each host performs exceedingly simple tasks such as
maintaining and propagating information markers. No
information is sequentially propagated in the network.
Specifically, each host is marked true if it has two
unconnected neighbors. It has been shown that, collectively,
these hosts achieve a desired global objective—a set of
marked hosts forms a small connected dominating set. This
approach also outperforms several classical approaches in
terms of finding a small connected dominating set and/or
does so quickly [33].

In this paper, we extend the dominating-set-based
routing to ad hoc wireless networks with unidirectional
links. In an ad hoc wireless network, some links may be
unidirectional due to either the disparity of transmitter
ranges of hosts or the hidden terminal problem [30]. In a
hidden terminal problem, two packets sent from different
hosts to the same destination collide. As a result, one or
both packets are lost. For example, x in Fig. 1 can receive
signals from w, but w may not be able to receive signals
from x due to the interference of signals sent from v or z. In
this case, the connection between w and x is unidirectional
(at least temporarily). In a network with unidirectional
links, the domination concept has to be redefined. Specifi-
cally, an ad hoc wireless network is represented as a
directed graph, D ¼ ðV ;AÞ, consisting of a finite set V of
vertices and a set A of directed edges. A host v in V is called
a dominating neighbor (absorbant neighbor) of another host u in
V if there is a directed link ðv; uÞ (ðu; vÞ). A subset of vertices
(mobile hosts) is dominating and absorbant if every vertex
not in the subset has one dominating neighbor and one
absorbant neighbor in the subset. A special localized

algorithm called the extended marking process is proposed.
This algorithm needs only two or three rounds of informa-
tion exchanges to determine a connected dominating and
absorbant set. We also consider applying the extended
marking process iteratively to form a hierarchy of dominat-
ing and absorbant sets. The effectiveness of the extended
marking process, in terms of finding a small dominating
and absorbant set, is verified through a simulation study.
We show that the dominating and absorbant set can be
easily updated when the network topology changes
dynamically. It is shown that the derived dominating and
absorbant set exhibits good locality properties.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews the
related work and summarizes our preliminary results on
undirected graphs. Section 3 presents the extended marking
process that calculates a small dominating and absorbant set
in a directed graph. Several implementation issues are also
discussed. Dominating-set-based routing in networks with
unidirectional links is discussed in Section 4. A comprehen-
sive comparison between dominating-set-based routing and
cluster-based routing is also given. Methods to update the
dominating and absorbant set when the network topology
changes are elaborated in Section 5. Section 6 shows
simulation results. The paper concludes in Section 7.
Throughout the paper, we use the terms host, node, and
vertex interchangeably, similarly for link and edge.

2 RELATED WORK AND PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Related Work

Various design choices are available for designing routing
protocols for ad hoc wireless networks. Other than
proactive and reactive approaches, other choices include:
1) flat versus hierarchical and 2) GPS-based versus non-
GPS-based. Royer and Toh [25] gave other classifications of
routing protocols for ad hoc wireless networks. In a flat
routing scheme, all hosts are treated equally and, therefore,
any host can be used to forward packets between arbitrary
sources and destinations. In general, a set of homogeneous
processes is applied at each host. These processes include
information collection, mobility management, and routing.
To permit scaling, hierarchical techniques are usually
applied. The major advantage of hierarchical routing is
the reduction of routing table storage and processing
(including searching) overhead [29]. In non-GPS-based
routing, the routing process is based solely on the
connections of hosts in the network. In GPS-based routing
(also location-aware routing), each host knows its physical
location by geolocation techniques such as GPS. Routing is
governed by the physical location of the destination.
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Fig. 1. A sample unit graph representing an ad hoc wireless network.



Among hierarchical routing schemes, Das et al. [7] and
Sivakumar et al. [27], proposed a series of 2-level
hierarchical routing algorithms for ad hoc wireless net-
works. The idea is to identify a subnetwork that forms a
minimum connected dominating set (MCDS). Each node in the
subnetwork is called a spine node or backbone node
(gateway host in the dominating-set-based approach) and
keeps a routing table that captures the topological structure
of the whole network. The formation of MCDS is based on
Guha and Khuller’s approximation algorithm [12]. In this
approach, a connected dominating set is found by growing a
tree T starting from a vertex with the maximum node
degree. Then, a vertex v in T that has the maximum number
of neighbors not in T is selected. Finally, a spanning tree is
constructed and nonleaf nodes form a connected dominat-
ing set. The main drawback of this algorithm is that it still
needs a nonconstant number of rounds to determine a
connected dominating set, this is because the process of
“growing a tree” is a sequential process.

Lin and Gerla [17] provided a general discussion on
various clustering algorithms and discussed the following
simple clustering algorithm: First, a distributed head
selection process is applied. A node v is a head if it has
the largest id (or maximum node degree) in its 1-hop
neighborhood including v. A head and its neighbors form a
cluster and these nodes are covered. Note that, in a cluster,
normally only the head connects to all other nodes in the
cluster, whereas, in a clique nodes, are pairwise connected.
The above process continues on all uncovered nodes. Once
the head selection process completes, gateway nodes that
have two or more neighbors belonging to different clusters
are selected and used to connect clusters. Head nodes form
a unconnected dominating set (in fact no heads are
connected). Head nodes and gateway nodes together form
a connected dominating set. However, the process for
selecting head nodes may have to be serialized in some
cases, such as in a linear network with monotonically
increasing or decreasing id distribution along the network.
Variations to the above clustering algorithm exist [3]. For
example, a node v can be the head even if it does not have
the largest id in its 1-hop neighborhood, as long as there
exists at least one neighbor u such that v is the largest id in
u’s 1-hop neighborhood.

The origin of the dominating set concept can trace back
to the 1850’s, when the following problem was considered
among chess enthusiasts in Europe: Determine the minimum
number of queens that can be placed on a chessboard so that all
squares are either attacked by a queen or are occupied by a queen.
It was found that five is the minimum number of queens
that can dominate all of the squares of an 8� 8 chessboard.
The five queen problem is about the placement of these five
queens. Extensive work has been done in the theoretical
community on finding good approximation of minimum
connected dominating set (MCDS) in terms of small
approximation ratio with respect to the domination number.
The domination number for a given simple graph is the size of
the minimum dominating set. Finding the domination
number for a given graph is an NP-complete problem.
Therefore, most research in the graph theory community
focuses on bounds on the domination number. Heuristic
rules (such as greedy algorithms) are widely used to find a
small dominating set, although other methods such as
dynamic programming [15], linear programming, and

linear programming relaxation [21] are also used. However,
almost all results have no or little practical use in ad hoc
wireless networks.

Recently, a distributed solution with a constant approx-
imation ratio is proposed for ad hoc wireless networks [1]
and it can be simplified as follows: First of all, a spanning
tree rooted at v (selected through an election process) is first
constructed. Nodes are labeled according to a topological
sorting order of the tree. Then, nodes are marked based on
their positions in the order starting from root v. All nodes
are marked white initially, except the root v which is
marked black. Following the order, each node is marked
black unless there are black neighbors. Clearly, black nodes
form a maximal independent set. In an independent set, nodes
are not neighbors. Then, each black node (except root v)
selects a neighbor with the largest label (but smaller than its
own label) and marks it gray. Black and gray nodes form a
connected dominating set with an approximation ratio of at
most 8. Unfortunately, this scheme has to construct a global
infrastructure (spanning tree) before the node selection
process. Also, this scheme is serialized in both spanning
tree construction and dominating node selection. In addi-
tion, this approach does not support “locality of main-
tenance:” A single change in network topology may destroy
the spanning tree and, hence, the complete dominating set
has to be reconstructed.

2.2 Preliminary Work

Wu and Li [33] conducted some preliminary work on the
formation of a dominating set from an undirected graph
and on a preliminary routing scheme within the induced
graph from the connected dominating set. A marking process
marks every vertex in a constant number of rounds in a
given connected and simple graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ that repre-
sents an ad hoc wireless network. mðvÞ is a marker for
vertex v 2 V , which is either T (marked) or F (unmarked).
The set of vertices that are marked T forms a connected
dominating set. Assume that NðvÞ represents the neighbor
set of vertex v, and v has NðvÞ initially. The marking process
consists of three steps: 1) Initially assign marker F to every v
in V . 2) Every v exchanges its neighbor set NðvÞ with all its
neighbors. 3) Every v assigns its marker mðvÞ to T if there
exist two unconnected neighbors.

Applying the marking process to the example in Fig. 1,
vertices v and w are marked T and the rest are marked F.
Clearly, each vertex knows 2-hop neighborhood informa-
tion after Step 2 of the marking process; that is, its
neighbor’s neighbor information. The cost of checking the
connectivity of two neighbors is upper bounded by �2 set
coverage checks, where � is the vertex degree of graph G. It
is shown in [33] that the marked vertices form a dominating
set of G. In addition, G0, induced from the dominating set, is
connected and contains all the intermediate nodes of any
shortest path between two vertices in G. Note that G is the
simple graph without self-loop or multiple edges and it
includes the unit graph as a special case.

The problem of determining a minimum dominating set
of a given unit graph is also NP-complete [2]. The
connectivity requirement adds another dimension of
difficulty. Therefore, the connected dominating set derived
from the marking process is not minimum or bounded. In
[33], two extensions are given to enhance the marking
process to reduce the size of the connected dominating set
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generated from the marking process. A distinct label, idðvÞ,
is assigned to each vertex v. Vertices are removed from the
dominating set derived from the marking process by
comparing the neighbor sets and vertex labels of adjacent
vertices in the set.

With the notion of dominating set, the routing process in
an ad hoc wireless network can be simplified. If a proactive
approach is used, nodes and only nodes in the dominating
set need to keep routing information (typically presented in
a routing table associated with each node). If an reactive
approach is applied, the dynamic search process for a route
is restricted to the dominating set only. The dominating set
can also be used in GPS-based routing. In [8], Datta et al.
showed that the performance of a GPS-based greedy
routing approach with guaranteed delivery can be greatly
improved when the search space is limited to the
dominating set.

3 DOMINATION IN DIRECTED GRAPHS

A directed graph D ¼ ðV ;AÞ consists of a finite set V of
vertices and a set A of directed edges, where A 	 V � V . D
is a simple graph without self-loop or multiple edges. A
directed edge (also called a unidirectional link) from u to v
is denoted by an ordered pair ðu; vÞ. If ðu; vÞ is an edge in D,
we say that u dominates v and v is an absorbant of u. A set
V 0 	 V is a dominating set of D if every vertex v 2 V 
 V 0 is
dominated by at least one vertex u 2 V 0. Also, a set V 0 	 V
is called an absorbant set if for every vertex u 2 V 
 V 0, there
exists a vertex v 2 V 0 which is an absorbant of u. The
dominating neighbor set of vertex u is defined as
fw : ðw; uÞ 2 Ag. The absorbant neighbor set of vertex u is
defined as fv : ðu; vÞ 2 Ag. Fig. 2 illustrates the dominating
(absorbant) neighbor set of vertex u. These two neighbor
sets may overlap with each other. A directed graph D is
strongly connected if for any two vertices u and v, there
exists a ðu; vÞ-path (i.e., a path connecting u to v).
Throughout the paper, it is assumed that D is strongly
connected. If it is not strongly connected, the network
management subsystem will partition the network into a set
of independent subnetworks, each of which is strongly

connected. The objective here is to quickly find a small set
that is both dominating and absorbant in a given directed
graph. The absorbant subset may overlap with the
dominating subset. In an undirected graph, these two
concepts are the same and, hence, a dominating set is also
an absorbant set.

3.1 Extended Marking Process

To determine a set that is both dominating and absorbant,
we propose an extended marking process (see Fig. 3, where
mðuÞ is a marker for vertex u 2 V , which is either T
(marked) or F (unmarked). Basically, a node is marked
whenever it is on the shortest path from one neighbor to
another. We will show later that the marked set is both
dominating and absorbant.

Fig. 4a shows four gateway hosts (4, 7, 8, and 9) derived
from the extended marking process. Arrow dashed lines
correspond to unidirectional links and solid lines represent
bidirectional links. A bidirectional link vu can be considered
as two unidirectional links ðv; uÞ and ðu; vÞ. Fig. 5 shows
three assignments of u, with one dominating neighbor w
and one absorbant neighbor v. The only case in Fig. 5 with
mðuÞ ¼ F is when ðw; vÞ 2 A, for every dominating
neighbor w and every absorbant neighbor v of u. The fourth
case, where v and w are bidirectionally connected (a
combination of Figs. 5a and 5b), is not shown. Assume that
V 0 is the set of vertices that are marked T in V , that is,
V 0 ¼ fu : u 2 V ;mðuÞ ¼ Tg. The induced graph D0 is the
subgraph of D induced by V 0 (i.e., D0 ¼ D½V 0�).
Theorem 1. V 0 includes all the intermediate vertices of any

shortest path.

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction. Arbitrarily
select two vertices v and u; the strongly connected
condition ensures a shortest path from v to u. Assume
such a path includes an unmarked vertex vi as an
intermediate vertex: ðv; . . . ; vi
1; vi; viþ1; . . . ; uÞ. Because
mðviÞ ¼ F , (vi
1, viþ1) 2 A based on the extended marking
process. Therefore, a shorter path ðv; . . . ; vi
1; viþ1; . . . ; uÞ
can be found. This contradicts the original assumption. tu

Theorem 2. The induced graph D0 ¼ D½V 0� is a strongly
connected graph.

Proof. Arbitrarily select two vertices v and u; assume that
ðv; v1 . . . ; vk; uÞ is a shortest path from v to u in D. This
path is also a path in D0 based on Theorem 1. Therefore,
Theorem 2 holds. tu

Theorem 3. V 0 is empty if and only if D is completely connected.

Proof. If D is completely connected, all vertices will remain
unmarked based on the extended marking process; that
is, V 0 is empty. On the other hand, if V 0 is empty, assume
D is not completely connected. Without loss of
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generality, assume ðv; uÞ 62 A. Construct a shortest path
from v to u: ðv; v1 . . . ; vk; uÞ. vk 2 V 0 based on Theorem 1.
This brings a contradiction. tu
When D is completely connected, all vertices are marked

F. This makes sense because, if all vertices are directly
connected, there is no need of using dominating and
absorbant set to reduce D.

Theorem 4. If D is not completely connected, V 0 forms a
dominating and absorbant set.

Proof. We only need to prove that V 0 forms a dominating set,
because the same procedure can be applied to prove that it
is also an absorbant set. Arbitrarily select an unmarked
vertex u in V if there is at least one vertex v in D that is not a
dominating neighbor of vertex u. Construct a shortest path:
ðv; v1 . . . ; vk; uÞ. vk 2 V 0 (based on Theorem 1) is a marked
dominating neighbor of u. If all the other vertices are
dominating neighbors of vertex u and one of them is
marked T, the theorem is proven; otherwise, all vertices
(including u) are marked F. Based on Theorem 3, D is a
completely connected graph. This brings a contradiction.tu
The selection of u in the above proof is arbitrarily

selected from V (which includes V 0). Therefore, we have the
following corollary.

Corollary 4. If D is not completely connected (i.e., V 0 is not
empty), each vertex in V 0 has a dominating neighbor and an
absorbant neighbor in V 0.

Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 serve as bases of the dominating-
set-based routing. The dominating and absorbant set
derived from the extended marking process has the
desirable properties of connectivity (Theorem 2) and

routing optimality (Theorem 1). The simplicity property,
which is crucial in ad hoc wireless networks, is discussed in
the section on implementation. In general, the derived
dominating and absorbant set is not minimum or bounded,
but it can be reduced as discussed in the next section.
Simulation results (in Section 5) show that, on average, a
relatively small dominating and absorbant set is derived by
applying the extended marking process with its two
extensions. Constant approximation ratio can be obtained
by applying the extended marking process to the cluster-
based or GPS-based routing as will be discussed in Section 4.

3.2 Extensions

In the following, we propose two rules to reduce the size of
a connected dominating and absorbant set generated from
the extended marking process. We first randomly assign a
distinct label, idðvÞ, to each vertex v in V . NdðuÞ (NaðuÞ)
represents the dominating (absorbant) neighbor set. The
neighbor set NðuÞ is the union of the corresponding
dominating neighbor and absorbant neighbor sets; that is,
NðuÞ ¼ NaðuÞ [ NdðuÞ. Vertex u is called neighbor of vertex v
if u is a dominating, absorbant, or dominating and
absorbant neighbor of v. Again, V 0 is the marked set after
applying the extended marking process and D0 is the
corresponding induced graph.

Rule 1. Assume that u is a marked vertex in V 0 and v is a
vertex in V . Unmark u if both conditions hold in D:
1) NdðuÞ 
 fvg � NdðvÞ and NaðuÞ 
 fvg � NaðvÞ in D.
2) idðuÞ < idðvÞ.
The above rule indicates that, when the dominating

(absorbant) neighbor set of u (excluding v) is covered by the

dominating (absorbant) neighbor set of v, vertex u can be
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removed from V 0 if u’s id is smaller than v’s. Note that u and v

may or may not be (bidirectionally or unidirectionally)

connected. In Rule 1, vertex v is not required to be in V 0 and,

hence, there is no need of exchanging marking status among

neighbors after the marking process. In fact, v is marked since

there are two unconnected neighbors of u and the neighbor

set of v covers the neighbor set of u. The role of id is very

important to avoid illegal simultaneous removal of vertices in V 0

when Rule 1 is applied simultaneously to each vertex. In

general, vertex u cannot be removed even if NdðuÞ 
 fvg �
NdðvÞ and NaðuÞ 
 fvg � NaðvÞ in D, unless idðuÞ < idðvÞ.
Consider a graph of four vertices, u, v, w, and x, with four

undirected edges uw, vw, vx, and ux as shown in Fig. 6a. All

four vertices will be marked using the extended marking

process. Also, NdðuÞ ¼ NdðvÞ ¼ NaðuÞ ¼ NaðvÞ ¼ fw; xg
(NdðwÞ ¼ NdðxÞ ¼ NaðwÞ ¼ NaðxÞ ¼ fu; vg). Without using

id, both u and v (also w and x) will be unmarked, leaving no

marked vertex. With id, one of u and v (also one of w and x)

will be unmarked (and such a vertex is called ex-gateway),

leaving two marked vertices (v and x based on Rule 1). In

Fig. 6a double-cycled nodes are gateway nodes after applying

Rule 1. Note that other metrics can be used to break a tie, for

example, node degree and geographical location of vertex in a

particular dimension.

Rule 2. Assume that u is a marked vertex inV 0 and v and ware
vertices in V . Unmark u if all conditions hold in D:
1) NdðuÞ 
 fv; wg � NdðvÞ [ NdðwÞ and NaðuÞ 
 fv; wg �
NaðvÞ [ NaðwÞ in D. 2) idðuÞ ¼ minfidðuÞ; idðvÞ; idðwÞg. 3) v
and w are bidirectionally connected.

The above rule indicates that when the dominating

(absorbant) neighbor set of u (excluding v and w) is covered

by the union of dominating (absorbant) sets of v and w,

vertex u can be removed from D0 if u’s id is smaller than v’s

and w’s. Note that u and v (w) may or may not be connected,

but v and w must be connected. Again, u does not need to

know the marking status of v and w before applying Rule 2.

The coverage condition guarantees that both v and w are

marked as long as Rule 2 is a nontrivial extension of Rule 1.

Rule 2 is said to be a nontrivial extension of Rule 1 if the

neighbor set of u is not covered by the neighbor set of v or w

alone. In this case, there exists a neighbor x of u covered by

v but not by w, making u a marked vertex. Similarly, there

exists a neighbor y of u covered by w but not by v, making w

a marked vertex. Fig. 6b shows an example of applying

Rule 2. Gateway u can be unmarked since its neighbor set is

covered jointly by the neighbor sets of v and w. Note that, in

this case, u is not a neighbor of either v or w.

Fig. 7 shows another example of using the extended

marking process and its extensions to identify a set of

connected dominating and absorbant nodes. Fig. 7a shows

the gateway nodes (nodes with double cycles) derived by

the extended marking process without applying two rules.

Fig. 7b shows the remaining gateway nodes after applying

two rules. In Fig. 7b, node 5 is unmarked based on Rule 1

where u ¼ 5 and v ¼ 6. Node 8 is unmarked based on Rule 2

where u ¼ 8, v ¼ 10, and w ¼ 13. Node 10 is unmarked

based on Rule 1 where u ¼ 10 and v ¼ 12.
Assume that V 0

� is the resultant dominating and
absorbant set after Rule 1 and Rule 2 have been applied
to all vertices in V 0. The following result shows that V 0

� (with
its induced graph D0

�) is still a connected dominating and
absorbant set of V . The shortest path property of Theorem 3
still holds in D0

� for Rule 1, but not for Rule 2. In addition,
each vertex only needs to apply Rule 1 and Rule 2 once and
it is final; that is, the marked set cannot be further reduced
by Rule 1 or Rule 2.

Theorem 5. If V 0 is a strongly connected dominating and

absorbant set of D derived by using the extended marking

process, then V 0
� derived by applying Rule 1 and Rule 2 on all

vertices in V 0 has the following properties:

1. Each vertex only needs to apply Rule 1 and Rule 2
once.

2. If V 0
� is derived by applying Rule 1 alone, then V 0

� still
includes all intermediate vertices of at least one
shortest path for any pair of vertices in V .

3. If V 0
� is derived by applying Rule 2 alone, for each

unmarked vertex u, the length of a shortest path (that
includes u as an intermediate node before it is
unmarked) increases by at most one.

4. V 0
� is a dominating and absorbant set of V and D0

� is
strongly connected.

Proof. We use the following process of sequential removal to
emulate one application of Rule 1 and Rule 2 on all
vertices: Vertices that are unmarked by Rule 1 or Rule 2
are first sorted in an ascending order of node id. Then,
vertices in the sorted list are removed one by one, with
one per round. At each round, the vertex with the
smallest id is removed from the list. Assume that vertex u
is selected at round k. V 0 is the marked set before round k
and it is assumed to be a connected dominating and
absorbant set of V . V 0

u ¼ V 0 
 fug is the marked set after
round k. Clearly, V 0

� is the resultant marked set after all
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rounds are completed. The above sequential removal is a
correct emulation because, when u is removed, the
corresponding gateway v (in Rule 1 and Rule 2) and w (in
Rule 2) are guaranteed gateway status because the ids of
v and w are larger than that of u.

Part 1. Assume that V 0
� is the marked set after

applying Rule 1 and Rule 2. If V 0
� can be further reduced

by applying Rule 1 or Rule 2, say u is unmarked later,
then based on the definition of Rule 1 and Rule 2, u
should have been unmarked in the first application of
Rule 1 and Rule 2. This brings a contradiction.

Part 2. Consider a shortest path in D0 ¼ D½V 0� connect-
ing x to y in V 0

u, if this path includes vertex u as an
intermediate vertex: (x; . . .u1; u; u2; . . . ; y), where u1 (u2) is
a dominating (absorbant) neighbor of u, based on Rule 1,
(x; . . .u1; v; u2; . . . ; y) is also a shortest path in D0

u ¼ D½V 0
u�

and all its intermediate vertices are in V 0
u.

Part 3. Consider a shortest path inD0 connectingx to y in
V 0

u. Assume that this shortest path includes vertex u as an
intermediate vertex: (x; . . .u1; u; u2; . . . ; y). Based on Rule
2, u1 has four choices: v, w, vd (a dominating neighbor of v),
and wd (a dominating neighbor of w). Similarly, u2 has four
choices: v, w, va (an absorbant neighbor of v), and wa (an
absorbant neighbor of w). Also, v and w are bidirectionally
connected. Hence, the shortest path can be replaced by one
of the eight paths:

ðx; . . . vd; v; w; wa; . . . ; yÞ; ðx; . . . vd; v; va; . . . ; yÞ;
ðx; . . . v; w;wa; . . . ; yÞ; ðx; . . . vd; v; w . . . ; yÞ:

(The other fours cases can be derived by interchanging the

role of v and w.) Therefore, V 0
u is strongly connected.

However, the resultant path in D0
u may not be the shortest

one in D0 as in the case for (s; . . . vd; v; w; wa; . . . ; d) with its

hop count increased by one.
Part 4. The proof of the strongly connected property

can be based on the proofs of Parts (2) and (3), where a
path is constructed from x to y in D0

u. Since the selection
of x and y is random, D0

u is still strongly connected.
Next, we show that all vertices covered (i.e., dominated

or absorbed) by u are also covered by a vertex in V 0
u. If u

is removed by applying Rule 1, arbitrarily select x 2
NdðuÞ ðx 2 NaðuÞÞ, the condition NdðuÞ 
 fvg � NdðvÞ
(NaðuÞ 
 fvg � NaðvÞ) implies that x 2 NdðvÞðw 2 NaðvÞÞ
or x is v itself. If u is removed by applying Rule 2,
arbitrarily select x 2 NdðuÞ ðx 2 NaðuÞÞ, the condition

NdðuÞ 
 fv; wg � NdðvÞ [ NdðwÞ

and

NaðuÞ 
 fv; wg � NaðvÞ [ NaðwÞ

implies that x 2 NdðvÞ ðw 2 NaðvÞÞ or x is v or w.
Therefore, x covered by u is also covered by v in V 0

u (by
Rule 1), or v or w in V 0

u (by Rule 2). In addition, u itself is
covered by a vertex in V 0

u based on Corollary 4. tu
Note that the extended marking process can be applied

iteratively to form a hierarchy of dominating and absorbant
sets. In Fig. 4a, nodes 4, 7, 8, and 9 (double-cycled nodes)
are level-1 gateway nodes and nodes 7 and 9 (triple-cycled
nodes) are level-2 gateway nodes on top of level-1 gateway
nodes. Other details of this hierarchical structure can be
found in [33].

3.3 Implementation Issues

To provide a decentralized implementation, each host keeps
a list of its neighbors and sends this list to all its neighbors.
By doing so, each host has 2-hop neighborhood information;
that is, information about its neighbors and neighbors of all
its neighbors. The extended marking process is then applied
to each individual host to determine its status. The gateway
and nongateway status (i.e., marked and unmarked status)
of hosts are exchanged among the neighboring hosts. In an
ad hoc wireless network, it would not be cost-effective for
each host to keep distance-k neighborhood information,
where k is a relatively large integer corresponding to a
distance. However, 2-hop neighborhood information forces
a restricted implementation of Rules 1 and 2. Specifically, it
requires u and v to be neighbors (actually, they should be
bidirectionally connected) in Rule 1 and v and w are
neighbors of u in Rule 2. Since the number of neighbors of
each host is upper bounded by � (the vertex degree of the
network), in the restricted implementation, Rule 1 requires
� (choosing one out of �) set coverage checks at each node
and Rule 2 requires �2 (choosing two out of �) set coverage
checks at each node. Clearly, a general implementation of
Rules 1 and 2 requires 3-hop neighborhood information.
Since the number of one- and two-hop neighbors are upper
bounded by �2, in the general implementation, Rule 1
requires �2 set coverage checks at each node and Rule 2
requires �4 (choosing two out of �2) at each node.

The existence of unidirectional links brings a special
challenge: If a link is directed from host u to host v, host v
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can receive packets from host u, but host u is not aware of
the existence of v. One possible solution is that each host
emits a beacon packet at regular intervals to its neighbors.
Once host u receives a beacon containing its id and id of v as
its immediate forwarding host, host u knows host v as an
absorbant neighbor. Note that the beacon is also used to
transit neighborhood information of v to u. Certainly, pure
broadcasting of beacon through flooding is not feasible
because of its high consumption of bandwidth and energy.
Each host has to selectively emit and forward a beacon. For
example, if there is a bidirectional link uv, v only needs to
send back an incoming beacon from u and there is no need
for u to broadcast it to other neighbors. However, u does not
know in advance the existence of link uv to avoid broad-
casting. To solve this problem, we can add a Time-To-Live
(TTL) field to limit the number of hops a beacon is allowed
to travel. In the above case, TTL is set to 1 (also called 1-hop
beacon) which is used to distribute 2-hop neighborhood
information. In general, in order to recognize all unidirec-
tional links, TTL should be set to the maximum cycle number
of all links in D, where the cycle number of a link is defined
as the size of the shortest cycle containing the link in D
minus one. Clearly, in an undirected graph, the size of the
shortest cycle for each link is 2 and, hence, the maximum
cycle number is 1. In a directed graph, TTL is usually set to
a small number, say 2 or 3, to save bandwidth. As a result,
reachability information may not be able to be propagated
back to some senders that have unidirectional outgoing
links and the corresponding links are dropped. Therefore,
an intelligent decision on TTL is needed to balance the
bandwidth consumption and the drop rate of unidirectional
links. Figs. 8a and 8b show two possible ways for host u to
recognize an absorbant neighbor v when TTL is set to 2.
Arrow dotted lines correspond to links used to pass a
beacon.

The selection of TTL=2 (or 3) broadens the application
scope of the restricted implementation (based on 2-hop
neighborhood information) of Rule 1 and Rule 2. For example,
it is not required that u and v in Rule 1 to be neighbors, as long
as they stay within 2-hops apart and can receive the neighbor
set of each other. Consider again Fig. 6a. All four vertices are
marked using the extended marking process. Although u and
v (similarly for w and x) are not directly connected, each can
receive the beacon (containing neighbor set information) sent
from the other when TTL=2, u (also w) can be unmarked by
applying Rule 1. Fig. 6b has the same situation where u is 2-
hops apart from v and w and, hence, u can be unmarked by
applying Rule 2.

Based on the above analysis, a node can recognize and
receive information from its dominating neighbors. The
problem lies in its absorbant neighbors. For example, suppose

nodeuhas only two connections with vandw: ðw; uÞand ðu; vÞ
(see Fig. 5), we consider the following four cases:

1. If there is a bidirectional link between v and w, then
the beacon and neighborhood information from v
can be passed on to u via w. Therefore, u can
correctly assign its mark to F.

2. If there is a unidirectional link from v to w (see
Fig. 5b), then the situation is similar to the first case
and u can correctly assign its mark to T.

3. If there is a unidirectional link from w to v, u should
be assigned F. Since the default value of mðuÞ is
assigned F, this result is correct by default even
though u does not have connectivity information.

4. If there is no connection between v and w, u should
be marked T (see Fig. 5c). However, u has no way of
knowing the existence of node v. The default value
of mðuÞ is incorrect.

Clearly, Case 4 above causes problems. If v has other
neighbors, the neighborhood information of v can be passed
on to either u or w via a fourth node va. Note that path
ðv; va; w; uÞ requires TTL to be 3 while path ðv; va; uÞ requires
TTL to be only 2. If the beacon from v cannot reach u within
TTL hops, link ðu; vÞ is dropped.

4 DOMINATING-SET-BASED ROUTING

Assume that a connected dominated set has been deter-
mined for a given ad hoc wireless network. The routing
process in dominating-set-based routing consists of three
steps in Fig. 9. Potentially, many existing routing protocols:
proactive, reactive, non-GPS-based, GPS-based, or their
combinations can be used as underlying protocols for the
induced graph. For example, destination sequenced dis-
tance vector (DSDV) [24], dynamic source routing (DSR) [5],
and temporally ordered routing algorithm (TORA) [22] can
be used.

We use the proactive routing approach, one that is
similar to DSDV, to illustrate the dominating-set-based
routing. Each gateway host keeps the following information
items: gateway domain membership list and gateway routing
table. The gateway domain membership list of a gateway
host is a list of nongateway hosts that are adjacent to the
gateway host. The gateway routing table at gateway host v
includes one entry for each gateway host other than v
together with its domain membership list. For example,
given an ad hoc wireless network as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4b
shows that host 8 has three members (3, 10, 11a) in its
gateway domain membership list. A neighbor with a
subscript a (d) corresponds to an absorbant neighbor
(dominating neighbor). Fig. 4c shows the gateway routing
table at host 8. The first column of Fig. 4c is a set of entries
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for each destination gateway (excluding host 8). The second
column includes the membership list for each destination
gateway. The third column shows next hop information of a
shortest path (the length of a path is measured by hop
count). The last column includes hop count for each
destination gateway. Note that the way that routing tables
are constructed and updated in the induced graph can be
different from protocols to protocols. A gateway together
with its nongateway neighbors form a cluster. A nongate-
way may have more than one gateway neighbor and, hence,
it may belong to several clusters.

The major difference between dominating-set-based
routing and cluster-based routing is the way the dominat-
ing set is constructed. In dominating-set-based routing
dominating set is connected, whereas, in cluster-based
routing, clusterheads form an unconnected dominating set.
The cost for creating and maintaining a dominating set in
both cases are similar and are done in a localized way,
although the cluster-based approach may exhibit sequential
propagation for certain cases. However, the property of
connected dominating set gives the edge of dominating-set-
based routing over cluster-based routing in both proactive
routing and reactive routing. In proactive routing, routing
tables in dominating-set-based routing can be simply built
on connected dominating nodes directly. In cluster-based
routing, since adjacent heads are separated by two or three
hops, one or two gateway nodes are used to connect two
adjacent heads. Unless each head is equipped with 3-hop
neighborhood information in order to obtain information
about all adjacent heads, routing tables have to also be built
on gateway nodes. Similarly, in reactive routing, the search
process is also more involved for cluster-based routing.
Note that the cluster-based approach is not designed to
minimize the number of gateways (also called repeaters)
hence, to minimize the size of the connected dominating set
(consisting of head nodes and repeaters). There are two
extreme ways to select repeaters: The “normal” one
includes all gateways that meet the condition (i.e., nodes
with two or more neighbors in different clusters) and the
“optimized” one uses a variation of Kruskal’s algorithm (for
constructing a minimum spanning tree) that sequentially
merges two fragments (initially each cluster is a fragment).
Note that the distributed Kruskal’s algorithm [4] can be
used that connects fragments simultaneously. However,
coordination among hosts within a fragment is needed and
this operation is expensive when a fragment becomes large.

Dominating-set-based routing does have a drawback in
highly dense networks where communication complexity is
high. The problem can be alleviated by applying the
extended marking process on cluster-based routing or
GPS-based (location-aware) routing [16] where the search
space is partitioned into a 2D grid with one coordinator
selected from each grid point. The size of each grid point is
selected in such a way that coordinators form a connected
graph. Like cluster-based routing, GPS-based routing also
“trivializes” MCDS approximation. Each grid point has a
constant number of neighbor grid points (eight as shown in
Fig. 10a). In this case, the dominating and absorbant set can
be constructed among coordinators (see Fig. 10a where
black nodes are coordinators). If the size of each grid point
is selected in such a way that each grid point can only
communicate with its neighbors, any dominating and
absorbant set generated from coordinators (one coordinator
from each grid point) has a constant approximation ratio.
Another way to remove nodes in a dense graph is by using
the Yao graph [34]: For each node u, any k (k � 6) equal-
separated rays originated at u define k cones. In each cone,
choose the closest v (if any) within the transmitter range of u
and add a directed link ðu; vÞ. It is shown that the resultant
graph is still a connected one if the original graph is
connected. Fig. 10d shows a Yao graph where k ¼ 8. A
connected dense graph can also be made sparse by
removing links only and the resultant graph is still
connected. In the Gabriel graph [11], link uv is present if
and only if the open disk (the shadowed area in Fig. 10b)
with diameter uv contains no other nodes. In the RNG
(relative neighborhood graph) [31], link uv exists if the
distance between u and v is less than or equal to the
distance between every other vertex w, and whichever of u
and v is farther than w. In Fig. 10c, uv exists if there is no
node in the shadowed area (the intersection area of two
disks centered at u and v with uv as radius).

5 DOMINATING AND ABSORBANT SET

UPDATE/RECALCULATION

A unit graph represents just a global snapshot of the
dynamic topology for a given ad hoc wireless network. In
an ad hoc wireless network, each host can move around
without speed and distance limitation. Also, in order to
reduce power consumption, mobile hosts may switch off at
any time and switch on later. Because the topology of the
network changes over time, the connected dominating set
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also needs to be updated from time to time. We can
summarize topological changes of an ad hoc wireless
network into three different types: mobile host switching
on, mobile host switching off, and mobile host movement.

The challenge here is when and how each host should
update/recalculate gateway information. The gateway
update means that only individual mobile hosts update
their gateway status. The gateway recalculation means that
the entire network recalculates gateway/nongateway sta-
tus. If many mobile hosts in the network move around,
gateway recalculation might be a better approach; that is,
the dominating and absorbant set is recalculated from
scratch. On the other hand, if only few mobile hosts move
around at each time interval, then gateway information can
be updated locally. Fortunately, the extended marking
process has the following desirable locality property:
Locality property of the extended marking process: The
status of a node (gateway/nongateway) depends only on
connections of its neighbors, not the status of its neighbors.

The implication of the locality property is that the status of
a node is independent of the status of its neighbors. Therefore,
when node u switches on/off, nodes and only nodes that are
neighbors of u may change their status. Note that Rule 1 and
Rule 2 do depend on node status. Theorem 5 shows that one
application of Rule 1 and Rule 2 is sufficient to stablize node
status. In addition, such an application is limited to a 2-hop
neighborhood if the restricted implementation of Rule 1 and
Rule 2 is used; otherwise, it is limited to a 3-hop neighborhood
in the general implementation. Therefore, the proposed
scheme is effective in handling network changes in a network
where a majority of changes are switching on/off operations.
Such a network can be either a sensor network or a rooftop

network [26] which is not mobile, but is deployed very
densely in metropolitan areas. In the following, we assume
that the underlying graph of an ad hoc wireless network
always remains strongly connected.

When a mobile host u switches on (see Fig. 12), only its
nongateway neighbors, along with host u, need to update
their status because any gateway neighbor will still remain
as gateway after a new vertex u is added. For example, in
Fig. 11a, when host u switches on, the status of gateway
neighbor v is not affected because at least two of v’s
neighbors w1; w2, and w3 are not connected originally and
these connections will not be affected by host u’s switching
on. On the other hand, host u’s switching on might lead a
nongateway neighbor host v to mark itself as gateway,
depending on the connection between host u and v’s
neighbors. In Fig. 11b, nongateway neighbor v switches to
gateway, while in Fig. 11c, v remains nongateway. The
status of the switch-on node u depends on connections of its
neighbors. For example, in Fig. 11a, u is marked F while in
Fig. 11c it is marked T. The ex-gateway neighbors unmarked
by Rule 1 or Rule 2 may be marked again by applying the
extended marking process (and Rule 1 and Rule 2)
depending on the new connections. Note that a new link
can be either unidirectional or bidirectional. Whenever
there is a newly marked gateway v (which is either the
switch-on host u or its neighbor), if the restricted imple-
mentation of Rule 1 and Rule 2 is used, host v and all its
gateway neighbors apply Rule 1 and Rule 2 once to further
reduce the number of gateway hosts; otherwise, host v and
all its 2-hop gateway neighbors apply Rule 1 and Rule 2
once. In [32], Wu and Dai showed that, when node degree
(instead of node id) is used to prevent “simultaneous
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removal,” hosts within 2 hops and 3 hops of switch-on
(switch-off) hosts need to update their status in the
restricted implementation and the generalized implementa-
tion, respectively. It is also shown that the rules based on
node id are more stable with respect to switch-on/off
operations than the ones based on node degree.

The case for a host switching off is similar to the one for a
host switching on. When a mobile host v switches off (see
Fig. 14), only gateway neighbors of the switch-off host need
to update their status because any nongateway neighbor
will still remain as nongateway after vertex v is deleted. For
example, in Fig. 13a, when u switches off nongateway
neighbor v is not affected. Host w’s neighbors w1; w2, and w3

are pairwise connected originally and these pairwise
connections will not be affected by host u’s switching off.
On the other hand, in Figs. 13b and 13c, host u’s switching
off might lead a gateway neighbor u to a nongateway,
depending on the connection between its neighbor hosts
w1; w2, and w3.

Note that, since the underlying graph D is connected, we
can easily prove by contradiction that the resultant
dominating set is still connected when a host (gateway or
nongateway) switches off. Before node u switches off, it
emits a gateway update signal to its neighbors. If node u is
off by fault, it is assumed that its status will be detected by
its neighbors. The case when the switch-off host is a
gateway needs more discussion. When a gateway u
switches off, the following three cases are considered:

a. If the marked set is derived using the extended
marking process only, then nothing else needs to be
done.

b. If the marked set is derived using the restricted
implementation of Rule 1 and Rule 2, then the
neighbors of u need to apply the extended marking
process (and Rule 1 and Rule 2).

c. If the marked set is derived using the general
implementation of Rule 1 and Rule 2, then the
neighbors of u and their neighbors need to apply the
extended marking process (and Rule 1 and Rule 2).

The marked sets of Figs. 6a and 6b are derived using the
general implementation of Rule 1 and Rule 2. In Fig. 6a, when
host v switches off, ex-gateway w becomes uncovered.
Therefore, each neighbor of v and its neighbors need to apply
the extended marking process once followed by Rule 1 and
Rule 2. In Fig. 6a host u is remarked T after v switches off. In
Fig. 6b, when host w switches off, host y becomes isolated
(although all hosts in the networks are covered). After the
application of Rule 1 and Rule 2 to the neighbors ofwand their
neighbors, host u is marked T and the resultant marked set is
connected.

We can also consider a link status change between
unidirectional and bidirectional due to mobility: a) a
unidirectional link changes to a bidirectional link and b) a
bidirectional link changes to a unidirectional link. In either
case, under the condition that the graph is strongly connected
before and after each change, only one end node of the link
might change its status. The status of all other nodes remains
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unchanged. Specifically, when a bidirectional link uv is
changed to ðu; vÞ, the status of v might change from gateway
to nongateway (see Fig. 15a), and when a unidirectional link
ðu; vÞ is changed to uv, the status of v might change from
nongateway to gateway (see Fig. 15b).

A mobile host u’s movement can be viewed as several

simultaneous or nonsimultaneous link connections and

disconnections. For example, when a mobile host moves, it

may lead to several link disconnections with its neighbor

hosts and, at the same time, it may have new link

connections to the hosts within its wireless transmitter

range, these new links may be disconnected again depend-

ing on the way host u moves. In gateway updates that are

caused by the movement of a mobile host, just before

mobile host u starts to move, it sends out a special signal

{id(u), start}, then during its movement host u continuously

sends out signal {id(u), heart_beat} at every interval of �

time units, and, when it stops moving around, host u sends

out signal {id(u), stop}. The details of this approach are

similar to the ones for undirected graphs [33].

6 SIMULATION

We have conducted a simulation study to measure the size

of the dominating and absorbant set generated from the

extended marking process. Five sets of simulation are

conducted.

1. The effectiveness of Rules 1 and 2 is evaluated using
node id to break a tie. Three sets of data are used
corresponding to three different percentages of
bidirectional links (denoted as pu): 100 percent
(where all links are bidirectional), 95 percent and
90 percent.

2. Comparisons among the extended marking process
with Rules 1 and 2 (based on node degree), Guha
and Khuller’s MCDS, and Lin and Gerla’s basic
clustering approach are given both in terms of the
size of dominating and absorbant set and the
average number of rounds.

3. The effect of host switching on/off is evaluated.
There are two types of switching off: gateway and
nongateway. Three ratios are used: number of
changed hosts versus

a. the total number of gateways in the network,
b. the number of neighbors, and
c. the number of gateway neighbors.

The percentage of bidirectional links is 90 percent
and r ¼ 50. The marked sets derived by node degree
and node degree are compared.

4. The effect of host movement is measured in terms of

the number of nodes that change their status: either

from gateway to nongateway or from nongateway to

gateway. The percentage of bidirectional links is
90 percent and the marked set is derived by node id.

5. The drop rates of unidirectional links are collected
for 2-hop and 3-hop beacons. The percentages of

bidirectional links are 95 percent, 90 percent, and

80 percent.

The simulation was performed using the following
parameters: � represents the number of mobile hosts in
the network, � the number of gateways (the size of the
dominating and absorbant set), r the radius of mobile host’s
transmitter range, pu the percentage of undirected edges
(bidirectional links), pm the percentage of hosts move
around within each time interval, dr2 and dr3 the drop rates
of unidirectional links when 2-hop and 3-hop beacons are
used, respectively. Random unit graphs are generated in a
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100� 100 square units of a 2D plane, by randomly throwing
a certain number of mobile hosts. A 2D plane resembles
more an actual ad hoc wireless network where mobile hosts
usually stay on ground. Each mobile host has the same
transmitter radius r. If the distance between any two hosts
is less than radius r, then there is a link connection between
these two hosts. A random number, between 0 and 100
inclusive, is associated with each link. If the random
number generated from [0..1] is less than or equal to pu,
then the corresponding link is undirected; otherwise, it is
directed. In each simulation, the radius of the mobile host’s
transmitter radius r is set to two different values: 25 and 50.
In this way, we can control the density of random graphs,
since the density of random graphs increases as r increases.
Each random graph must be a strongly connected graph;
otherwise, it is discarded. For each combination of r and pu,
we also vary the number of mobile hosts � from 0 to 100. For
each �, the random graph is generated and simulated until a
predefined confidence interval for the population mean is
reached and, then, simulation results are measured by
simply taking the sample mean (i.e., the average of all
cases). Specifically, the 90 percent confidence interval of
dominating set is within �1 percent and the 90 percent
confidence interval of changed hosts caused by host switch-
on/off or movement is within �10 percent. The general
implementation of Rule 1 and Rule 2 is used, although the
restricted implementation of Rule 1 and Rule 2 has the
similar results [32]. Fig. 16 shows a sample network
generated from the simulation package where nongateway
and gateway nodes after applying the extended marking
process, Rule 1, and Rule 2 (both based on node id)are
shown. In this sample network, the average node degree is
set to 10 with � ¼ 50 and pu ¼ 95%.

Fig. 17 shows the number of gateways versus the number
of hosts in the network for the increasing number of hosts.
We can see that, without applying two rules, the perfor-
mance of the extended marking process (the curve for “no
rule”) fares poorly. This is because the graph under
simulation is not sufficiently dense and, hence, the chance
that any two pairs of neighbors of a host are connected is
low. However, by applying two rules, the performance of

our approach (the curve for “rules 1 and 2”) improves
dramatically. Rules 1 and 2 are more effective when the
graph is dense (i.e., each host has a long transmitter range).
Rule 2 covers Rule 1 for most of the cases. Rule 1 can be
considered as a special case of Rule 2 where host w is used
without contributing in host coverage. However, the
following situation exists when Rule 2 cannot cover Rule
1: The neighbor set of u is covered by v and idðuÞ < idðvÞ,
but idðwÞ < idðuÞ for any neighbor w of v (i.e., idðwÞ is no
longer the minimum of idðuÞ, idðvÞ, and idðwÞ). In Fig. 16,
only one gateway host that is unmarked by Rule 1 that
cannot be unmarked by Rule 2. Because Rule 1 is easy to
implement, it is still useful and can be applied first (to
unmark some hosts) before Rule 2 is used. Also, as the
percentage of bidirectional links drops, the average number
of gateway hosts increases, especially for the extended
marking process with two rules.

Figs. 18a and 18b show comparisons of various methods in
terms of average size of dominating (and absorbant) set
generated, including the proposed extended marking process
with two rules, using node degree to break a tie. Guha and
Khuller’s approximation approach (“MCDS”), and Lin and
Gerla’s clustering approach with node degree are used in the
selection process. In this simulation, the “cluster (normal)”
one includes all gateways that meet the connection require-
ment and the “cluster (optimized)” one uses a variation of
Kruskal’s algorithm that sequentially merges two fragments
(initially each cluster is a fragment). All methods are based on
node degree. Clearly, “rules 1 and 2,” “MCDS,” “cluster
(optimized)” stay close, especially when r ¼ 50. “MCDS” is
the best and is close to the “optimal” case in both dense and
sparse graphs. “Rules 1 and 2” beats “cluster (optimized)”
when r ¼ 50 (dense graphs) and the situation reverses when
r ¼ 25 (sparse graphs). In all cases, “cluster (normal)” is the
worst. The small number of gateway hosts generated from
“MCDS” or “cluster (optimized)” comes with a cost as shown
in Fig. 18c, where the average numbers of rounds needed to
generate a dominating (and absorbant) set under various
methods are shown. “MCDS” and “cluster (optimized)” both
require nonconstant number of rounds. This is expected,
since both of them require some sort of global operations that
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Fig. 16. A sample network generated from the simulation package.



have to be serialized. “Rules 1 & 2” needs a constant number
of rounds. “cluster (normal)” also generates a small number
of rounds in average and the number of rounds slightly
increases as the number of hosts increases.

Fig. 19 shows the average number of changed hosts by a
switch-on/off operation with r ¼ 50 and pu ¼ 90%. A
changed host is the one that changes its status: either from
gateway to nongateway or from nongateway to gateway. In
general, a switch-on operation (the first column of Fig. 19) has
more effect compared with a switch-off operation (the second
and third columns of Fig. 19). There is little difference
between a switch off operation that is gateway and a switch-
off operation that is nongateway. Also, a switch-on/off
operation affects status of more neighbors if the marked set is
derived using node degree (the first line of Fig. 19), rather
than node id (the second line of Fig. 19), to break a tie. This is
expected, since a marked node based on Rules 1 and 2
(degree) tends to have more neighbors than the one based on
Rules 1 and 2 (id).

Fig. 20 shows the average percentage of changed hosts
during host movement with pu ¼ 90% and the marked set
being selected based on node id. Host movement is
discretized into time intervals (each interval has � time
units). Assume that the percentage of hosts that move

around within each time interval is given. The distance of

each movement is a random value in ½0::l�, where l is a

function of transmitter range r. In addition, the direction of

movement is also random. In our simulation, four values

are selected for l: ð1=4Þr, ð1=2Þr, r, and 2r. Two transmitter

ranges r ¼ 25 and r ¼ 50 are considered. Three different

percentages of hosts that move around within each time

interval (pm) are considered: 5 percent, 10 percent, and 25

percent. The percentage of changed hosts increases when

either pm or l increases. However, the percentage of

changed hosts decreases significantly as the density of the

graph increases (the second row of Fig. 20, where r ¼ 50).
Fig. 21 shows the average drop rates of unidirectional

links. The results show that the drop rates are small in all

the cases, especially for 3-hop beacons. 2-hop and 3-hop

beacons are sufficient to detect unidirectional links as long

as pu (the percentage of undirected links) stays relatively

high. Note that all other simulations are conducted without

considering the drop rate which has no significant impact as

results in Fig. 21 show.
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Fig. 18. (a) and (b): Average numbers of gateway hosts generated from different methods. (c) Average numbers of rounds needed for different

methods.

Fig. 17. Average number of gateway hosts relative to the number of hosts �.



7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have extended dominating-set-based

routing in ad hoc wireless networks with unidirectional

links. This approach is based on finding a core which is a

dominating and absorbant set in a directed graph repre-
senting the topology of the ad hoc wireless network. An
extended marking process has been presented that can
identify such a core quickly and can update it easily in a
dynamic environment. Although it is unlikely that the
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Fig. 19. Effect of an update operation: switching on and switching off.

Fig. 20. Effect of host movement.

Fig. 21. Average drop rates of unidirectional links.



dominating-set-based routing can solve all the critical

routing issues in the ad hoc wireless network, we believe

that it offers a very promising and unique combination of

several existing approaches in conjunction with the novel

use of the dominating and absorbant set. Our future work

will focus on the design details of dominating-set-based

routing and to verify the effectiveness of the design through

an extensive simulation study. Another possible extension

is to study the notion of k-dominating set. In this model, a

node in the graph is either in the k-dominating set or within

k hops from a node in the k-dominating set [2].
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